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1 Introduction

We propose a new information-hiding property called
role interchangeability and present its theoretical foun-
dation. Role interchangeability means that any two
agents could interchange their roles, that is, the actions
they performed.

We have two objectives, the first of which is to fill the
gap between logic and computation in the formal verifi-
cation of anonymity and privacy. Epistemic logics and
formal computation models have been two classical ap-
proaches to such verification. However, the relationship
between them hasn’t been fully studied. Researches
have recently been undertaken on “bridging” the gap
[4, 5]. However, these results cannot be directly ap-
plied to the verification of electronic voting. To verify
practical protocols, it is needed to make this “bridge”
wider, and we achieve this by formalizing role inter-
changeability in multiagent systems and by providing
a simulation proof method for the property.

Our second objective is to reveal the duality between
anonymity and privacy. There have been some re-
searches on the formal specification and verification of
privacy [1, 5]. However, as far as we know, every known
formal definition of privacy depends on some specific
problem and so is not general enough. In fact, it is
difficult to provide such a formal and general definition
since casual meaning of privacy includes various issues.
In this paper, we define privacy as some kind of dual of
anonymity. Moreover, we show that exploiting this du-
ality is useful for deriving anonymity and privacy from
role interchangeability.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce role interchangeability and show its proper-
ties. We specify role interchangeability in multiagent
systems [4] and show that it derives various known an-
onymity properties under appropriate conditions. We
then present a duality property that is useful for deriv-
ing privacy. In Section 3 we show a way to prove role in-
terchangeability. First we introduce the ω-compatibility
of an interpreted system with a set of traces. Based
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on this, role interchangeability is characterized by the
existence of role-interchange functions on traces. We
then present a simulation proof method to prove the
existence of role-interchange functions for a given au-
tomaton. In order to examine the applicability of the
verification method, in Section 4 we prove the anonym-
ity and privacy of a practical electronic voting protocol.
The protocol is described as an automaton and shown
to have role-interchange functions.

2 Specification by Multiagent Systems

We specify role interchangeability and present its
properties in multiagent systems, which is a modal logic
system with operator Ki to represent the knowledge of
agent i. Notions and terminologies are borrowed from
[4].

2.1 Role Interchangeability

Let I be the set of all agents, and A be the set of
all agent actions. We assume i, i′, i1, i2, . . . range over
agents while a, a′, a1, a2, . . . range over agent actions.
Following [4], we use the formula θ(i, a) to represent
“agent i has performed an agent action a, or will per-
form a in the future”1.

Definition 2.1 Set A of agent actions is role inter-
changeable with respect to agent j in the interpreted
system I if the following holds for any i, i′ ∈ I and
a, a′ ∈ A:

I |= (θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a′)) ⇒ Pj [θ(i′, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)],
where Pjφ is an abbreviation of ¬Kj¬φ, meaning that
“agent j thinks that φ is possible”.

Role interchangeability means that, as far as agent j
is concerned, any two agents could interchange their
roles, that is, the actions they performed.

We compare this property with a series of anonymity
properties appearing in [4].
1 An agent action in this paper is simply called an ‘action’ in

[4]. We changed the terminology since we must distinguish
the actions of agents from those of automata appearing in the
next section.



Definition 2.2 Agent action a, performed by agent i,
is minimally anonymous with respect to agent j in the
interpreted system I if I |= ¬Kj [θ(i, a)].

Agent action a, performed by agent i, is totally anony-
mous with respect to j in the interpreted system I if
I |= θ(i, a) ⇒ ∧

i′ �=j

Pj [θ(i′, a)].

Intuitively, minimal anonymity means agent j never
knows that action a is performed by agent i, while to-
tal anonymity means, from j’s viewpoint, a could have
been performed by anybody in the system except j it-
self.

Basically, role interchangeability and the above ano-
nymities are incomparable. However, minimal anonym-
ity is derived from role interchangeability by assuming
certain conditions:

Theorem 2.3 Assume the following conditions hold
for i ∈ I and a ∈ A.

1. I |= θ(i, a) ⇒ ∨
i′∈I

∨
a′∈A

[i �= i′ ∧ θ(i′, a′)]

2. I |= ∧
i�=i′

¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i′, a)]

If A is role interchangeable in I with respect to j, then
action a performed by agent i is minimally anonymous
as well.

Below is another version of anonymity that general-
izes total anonymity so that an anonymity set IA ⊆ I
can be used instead of I.

Definition 2.4 Agent action a, performed by agent i,
is anonymous up to IA ⊆ I with respect to j if

I |= θ(i, a) ⇒
∧

i′∈IA

Pj [θ(i′, a)].

For an appropriate IA, anonymity up to IA follows from
role interchangeability.

Theorem 2.5 Let IA be the set of agents that perform
an agent action in all runs in I, that is, the set

{i ∈ I | ∀ (r,m) ∈ R(I) ∃a ∈ A (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a)}.
If A is role interchangeable in I, then agent action a ∈
A performed by i ∈ I is anonymous up to IA.

Corollary 2.6 Suppose that any agent in I performs
an agent action in A. If A is role interchangeable in
I, then agent action a performed by i is totally anony-
mous.

2.2 Duality and Privacy

Here, we present some duality properties with re-
spect to θ. Let us consider duality to replace I with
A, A with I, and θ with θ′ satisfying ∀i ∈ I ∀a ∈
A θ′(a, i) ⇔ θ(i, a). The formula θ′(a, i) is read as
“agent action a has been performed, or will be per-
formed in the future by an agent i”, so this is the du-
ality of the passive voice.

Then, both role interchangeability and minimal an-
onymity are equivalent to its dual. Thus, for deriv-
ing minimal anonymity from role interchangeability, we
can assume conditions 1’ and 2’ below instead of 1 and
2 in Theorem 2.3.

1’. I |= θ(i, a) ⇒ ∨
a′∈A

∨
i′∈I

[a �= a′ ∧ θ(i′, a′)]

2’. I |= ∧
a�=a′

¬[θ(i, a) ∧ θ(i, a′)]

SupposeA = {vote(1), . . . , vote(cmax)}, where cmax
is a natural number. Assume that the intended inter-
pretation of θ(i, vote(j)) is that voter i voted for can-
didate j. Then, condition 2 means that no two voters
vote for the same candidate, which is quite unnatural
as regards voting. On the other hand, 2’ is a much
more adequate condition, namely that a voter does not
vote for two candidates. Although this adequacy de-
pends on the interpretation, the example shows that
this duality is useful in terms of obtaining appropriate
premises for the problem.

Let us next consider anonymity up to IA. This time
it is not equivalent to its dual, but the dual itself seems
to be an interesting information-hiding property:

I |= θ(i, a) ⇒
∧

a′∈AI

Pj [θ(i, a′)],

where AI ⊆ A. This property intuitively means that
agent i could have performed any agent action in AI ,
and can be thought of as a privacy of i. In other
words, hiding who performs the agent action is ano-
nymity while hiding what is performed by the agent is
privacy. Thus we call it privacy up to AI . Formally,
agent i performing agent action a is private up to AI

with respect to j if the above condition holds. The
following is the dual of Theorem 2.5.

Theorem 2.7 Let AI be the set of agent actions that
is performed by an agent in all runs in I, that is, the
set {a ∈ A | ∀ (r,m) ∈ R(I) ∃i ∈ I (I, r,m) |= θ(i, a)}.
Then, if A is role interchangeable in I, then agent i ∈ I
performing a ∈ A is private up to AI .

3 Verification by Automata

3.1 ω-Compatibility and Role-Interchange
Function

ω-compatibility is a variant of the compatibility in-
troduced by Halpern and O’Neill to characterize ano-
nymity up to IA by strong anonymity [9] for CSP. Our
notion modifies the original by introducing a view func-
tion. Moreover, the original notion implicitly assumes
finiteness of trace length while our notion does not.

Let I be the set of all agents and A be the set of all
agent actions as in the previous section. Σ is the set
of all trace actions (or actions, simply). Let ΣI,A =
{i.a | i ∈ I, a ∈ A} and suppose ΣI,A ⊆ Σ. A finite
or infinite sequence of actions in Σ is called a trace
on Σ. An action i.a ∈ ΣI,A is an “imaginary” action
to make a trace reflect the fact that θ(i, a) holds in the
corresponding run. Thus, such actions are not intended
to be observed directly.

Then we define a notion of view function. Let α be
a fresh constant that represents an “invisible” action.

Definition 3.1 Let fV be a function whose domain is
Σ. If fV satisfies the following property, it is called a
view function:

∀x ∈ ΣI,A fV (x) = α.



The domain of a view function is homomorphically ex-
tended to traces and sets of traces.

We can use a view function to represent the ability
of the observer. For instance, let send(σk(data)) be
an action to send message σk(data) encrypted with a
secret key k that only the sender knows. Then, using a
fresh constant envelop, the invisibility of the encrypted
message can be modeled by defining the view function
as ∀x fV (send(σk(x))) = send(envelop).

In the following, we suppose the existence of two spe-
cial agents: the environment e and the observer o. A
prefix of a trace t of length n is denoted by t|n. For
convenience, for a trace t of length less than n we define
t|n = t.

Definition 3.2 Let fV be a view function. We say
that a system R is ω-compatible with a set T of traces
via a view function fV if the following two conditions
hold:

1. for every run r ∈ R, there is a trace t ∈ T
such that for every time m, t|m = re(m) and
fV (t|m) = ro(m), and

2. for every trace t ∈ T , there is a run r ∈ R such
that for every time m, re(m) = t|m and ro(m) =
fV (t|m).

Moreover, an interpreted system I = (R, π) is ω-com-
patible with T if R is ω-compatible with T and if
(I, r,m) |= θ(i, a) whenever the action i.a is in the
trace re(m′) for some m′.

Then we introduce the role-interchange functions of
a trace set. The existence of the functions characterizes
the role interchangeability of the system ω-compatible
with the set.

Definition 3.3 Let fV be a view function and T be a
set of traces on Σ. Let i, i′ be any distinct agents, and
a, a′ be any distinct agent actions.

A function fa,a′
i,i′ : T → T is called a role-interchange

function of T with respect to i, i′ and a, a′ via fV if the
following two conditions hold for any t ∈ T :

1. fV (t) = fV (fa,a′
i,i′ (t)).

2. If i.a and i′.a′ appear in t, then i′.a and i.a′ ap-
pears in fa,a′

i,i′ (t).

Theorem 3.4 Suppose an interpreted system I = (R, π)
is ω-compatible with a set T of traces via a view func-
tion fV . Then the set A of agent actions is role inter-
changeable in I if and only if there is a family {fa,a′

i,i′ |
distinct i, i′ ∈ I, distinct a, a′ ∈ A} of role interchange
functions of T via fV .

3.2 Simulation Proof Method

Given an automaton formalizing the behavior of a
system, we present a sufficient condition for the trace
set of an automaton to have role-interchange functions.
This condition guarantees the existence of a family
{fi,i′ |i, i′ ∈ I} of role-interchange functions that are
independent of agent actions.

An automaton is a quadruple consists of sets of states,
actions, initial states and transitions. Unlike a usual
definition, we do not use a set of final states since
it is not important for describing the system behav-
ior. A transition is a triple (s, δ, s′) of states s, s′ and
action δ, and is also written as s

δ→ s′. Let S =
(States, Actions, Start, T rans) be an automaton.

An execution of S is a finite or infinite alternating
sequence s0, δ1, s1, δ2, s2, . . . of states and actions that
satisfy s0 ∈ Start and (si, δi+1, si+1) ∈ Trans for every
i . The set of all executions of S is denoted by execs(S).
The sequence obtained by removing all states from an
execution e is called a trace of e, denoted by trace(e).
We write traces(S) instead of trace(execs(S)).

In the second condition of a role-interchange func-
tion, agents i and i′ are assumed to perform actions in
ΣI,A in a given trace. The following is the notion that
corresponds to the assumption for executions.

Definition 3.5 Let i and i′ be arbitrary distinct agents.
An execution is called coexistable for i and i′ if there
are agent actions a and a′ such that i.a and i′.a′ appear
in the execution. A state in a coexistable execution for
i and i′ is called a coexistable state for i and i′.

Then we present a method for constructing role-inter-
change functions by the stepwise simulation of execu-
tions.

Definition 3.6 (Agent-exchange function on coexistable
states) Let S be an automaton, I be the set of all
agents, A be the set of all agent actions, and fV be
a view function. An agent exchange function gi,i′ of
S with respect to distinct agents i, i′ ∈ I via fV is a
function on states that satisfy the following conditions
for any coexistable states s, s′ for i and i′:

• For any a ∈ A, s i.a→ s′ implies gi,i′(s)
i′.a→

gi,i′(s′).

• For any a ∈ A, s i′.a→ s′ implies gi,i′(s)
i,a→

gi,i′(s′).

• For any action δ not of the form i.a or i′.a, s δ→
s′ implies there is an action δ′ s.t. gi,i′(s)

δ′→
gi,i′(s′) and fV (δ) = fV (δ′).

Theorem 3.7 Let S be an automaton, I be the set of
all agents, and fV be a view function. Suppose there is
an agent-exchange function of S with respect to i, i′ via
fV for any distinct agents i, i′ ∈ I. Then traces(S) has
a family {fi,i′ | i, i′ ∈ I} of role-interchange functions
via fV .

4 Case Study: Electronic Voting

4.1 FOO Protocol
In this section we explain an electronic voting pro-

tocol called FOO [3] and present some assumptions for
verifying its anonymity and privacy. Formal anonym-
ity verifications for FOO have been presented in [7]
and [6]. We aim at providing a logical foundation for
such simulation-based verifications. The model of FOO
involves the following agents: voters V1, . . . , Vvmax, an



administratorAd, and a collectorCo. The administrator
verifies that only eligible voters can cast votes, and the
collector collects and publishes the votes.

We assume that readers are familiar with the prop-
erties of basic cryptographic primitives such as a com-
mitment ξ(v, r), a digital signature scheme σx for agent
x, a blind signature scheme σ′

Ad with a blinding factor
χ, formalized by the following equations:

ξ−1(ξ(v, r), r) = v,

σ−1
Ad(σAd(m)) = m, σ−1

i (σi(m)) = m,

χ−1(σ′
Ad(χ(m, b)), b) = σAd(m).

We also assume σ′
Ad(x) �= null.

The FOO protocol consists of 3 phases:
[phase 1] Voter Vi to vote for vi computes a ballot xi =
ξ(vi, ri) using key ri, and the message ei = χ(xi, bi).
Then Vi sends the administrator Ad the signed message
σi(ei) together with his identifier i. Then Ad confirms
the signature and verifies that it is the first vote by
an eligible voter. If it passes the tests, Ad replies to
vi with the signed message σ′

Ad(ei). At the end of the
phase, Ad publishes the list of all authenticated voters
with their blinded ballots.
[phase 2] Vi sends the collector Co the message σAd(xi)
obtained by unblinding the reply from Ad via a sender-
anonymous communication channel such as the mixnet
[2]. Then Co confirms the signature of Ad. If it does
not pass the test, Co claims this by showing the bad
signature. At the end of the phase, Co publishes the
pair (li, σAd(xi)) for every vote that passed the test,
where li is a number unique to each vote.
[phase 3] Vi sends Co the message (li, ri) again via the
sender-anonymous channel. Co checks that ri is a cor-
rect key for xi, and counts and announces the voting
result at the end of the phase.

We assume that a voter may abstain from voting, so
we omit the number check of voters found in phase 3
of the original protocol. Furthermore, we assume that
only Vi knows bi, which affects the definition of the
view function in the next section.

4.2 Automaton Description of FOO

We describe the behavior of FOO in the precondition-
effect style. This style is based on that of I/O-automata
in [8]. Actually the description in this section can be
thought of as an I/O-automaton with only output ac-
tions.

Conceptually, the system consists of the agents in-
troduced in the previous section together with a spe-
cial agent called phase manager. Formally, the sys-
tem is an automaton S whose actions are observed by
the attacker from his viewpoint. A state of S consists
of fields phase, abuff , line, vbuff , kbuff and voter(i)
(i = 1, . . . , vmax), each of which is associated with an
agent as shown in Figure 1. The automaton S performs
actions phase2, phase3, auth, ack, etc., and

For simplicity, we assume the following:

1. phase can be referred from anyone at anytime.
Also, each communication between a voter and
the administrator/collector is completed imme-
diately.

2. The attacker is an eavesdropper.

Moreover, all message checks and claim processing are
omitted, and the administrator returns a reply to all
requests without any eligibility check.

Constants, Functions, and Primitive Propositions.
Constants Ph, Ad, Co, and natural numbers 1, . . . , vmax
are used to represent the phase manager, the admin-
istrator, the collector, and voters 1, . . . , vmax, respec-
tively. Candidates are also represented by natural num-
bers 1, . . . , cmax, and they are distinguished from vot-
ers by the context. For multisets to represent buffers,
we use the multiset constructor -:, the empty multi-
set ∅, the multiset membership ∈, and the function
delete(x, y) that deletes an occurrence of x in y if any
exist. It is easy to formalize the properties of the data
structure used here by using first-order formulae with
equations.

States. A state consists of fields and subfields. Flags
authed, casted, keyed and finish range over boolean
constants initially false, and buffers abuff , vbuff and
kbuff are multisets initially ∅. Fields and subfields are
designated using . . For instance, subfield X of field
Y in state s is denoted by s.Y.X . The prefix s. is often
omitted when the state s is clear from the context.

Actions. Each action other than vote corresponds
to a communication between agents, and has the form
action name(sender, receiver, data1, data2, . . .). We
suppose that null receiver means the action corresponds
to a publication. Phase synchronizations are formu-
lated as a publication from the phase manager.
vote(i, j) should be written as i.vote(j) in the nota-

tion of Section 3, where I = {1, . . . , vmax} and A =
{vote(null), vote(1), . . . , vote(cmax)}. The action re-
flects i’s voting behavior; performing vote(i, j) for j =
1, . . . , cmax implies that i voted for j, while vote(i, null)
means that i received the voting right from Ad but did
not actually cast a vote.

Transition rules. The transition rules are described
in precondition-effect style as shown in Figure 2. States
are implicit in the description. For instance, the phase2
rule is read as “for any state s, phase2(Ph, null) action
is possible when s.phase = 1, and if the action is per-
formed, in the next state s′ the value of s′.phase will
be updated to 2”.

Note that each phase can be shut before all voters
finish their actions in the phase. If phase 1 is shut
before voter i performs ack action, then he will not
continue the following actions. If phase 2 is shut before
i’s pub action, i can then perform only vote(i, null).

4.3 Role-Interchange Function for FOO

The definition of view function fV reflects the as-
sumptions that the observer does not know the blinding
factors voter(i).b and that each voter sends a message
to the collector via the sender-anonymous channel.

Definition 4.1 fV is a view function defined such that

fV (auth(i, Ad, σi(x))) = auth(i, Ad, σi(env(i)))
fV (ack(i, Ad, σ′

Ad(x))) = ack(i, Ad, σ′
Ad(env(i)))

fV (cast(x,Co, svote)) = cast(null, Co, svote)
fV (key(x,Co, l, r)) = key(null, Co, l, r)
fV (vote(x, y)) = α
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Figure 1: Conceptual model of electronic voting system

phase2(Ph,null)
Precondition:
phase = 1

Effect:
phase := 2

phase3(Ph,null)
Precondition:
phase = 2

Effect:
phase := 3

auth(i, Ad, req)
Precondition:
phase = 1 ∧ voter(i).authed = false ∧
req = σi(voter(i).cand)

Effect:
voter(i).authed := true
abuff := pair(i, req) -: abuff

For any Γ,
ack(Ad, i, sreq)
Precondition:
phase = 1 ∧ pair(i, Γ) ∈ abuf ∧
sreq = σ′

Ad
(σ−1

i (Γ))
Effect:
abuff := delete(pair(i, Γ), abuff )
if

voter(i).authed = true
then

voter(i).sreq := sreq
fi

cast(i, Co, svote)
Precondition:
phase = 2 ∧ voter(i).sreq �= null ∧
voter(i).casted = false ∧
svote = χ−1(voter(i).sreq, voter(i).b)

Effect:
voter(i).casted := true
vbuff := svote -: vbuff

pub(Co, null, l, svote)
Precondition:
phase = 2 ∧ svote ∈ vbuff ∧ l = line

Effect:
vbuff := delete(svote, vbuff )
line := line + 1
For any θ = 1, . . . , vmax,
if

voter(θ).casted = true ∧
svote = χ−1(voter(θ).sreq, voter(θ).b)

then
voter(θ).line := l

fi

key(i, Co, l, r)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).line �= null ∧
voter(i).keyed = false ∧
l = voter(i).line ∧ r = voter(i).r

Effect:
voter(i).keyed := true
kbuff := pair(l, r) -: kbuff

vote(i, null)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).sreq �= null ∧
voter(i).line = null ∧ voter(i).finish = false

Effect:
voter(i).finish := true

vote(i, j)
Precondition:
phase = 3 ∧ voter(i).keyed = true ∧
voter(i).finish = false ∧
j = ξ−1(σ−1

Ad
(χ−1(σ′

Ad(voter(i).cand), voter(i).b)), voter(i).r)
Effect:
voter(i).finish := true

Figure 2: Transition rules of FOO

and for any other action a than the above, fV (a) = a.

In the rest of this section, suppose i and i′ are arbi-
trary voters. For any voter k, k̃ denotes i if k = i′, i′ if
k = i, and k otherwise.

Definition 4.2 The function gi,i′ is defined as follows:
If s.phase = 1,
gi,i′(s).phase = s.phase
gi,i′(s).line = s.line
gi,i′(s).vbuff = s.vbuff
gi,i′(s).kbuff = s.kbuff
gi,i′(s).abuff = exi,i′ (s.abuff )
gi,i′(s).voter(k).sreq

= null if s.voter(k).sreq = null,

σ′
Ad(s.voter(k̃).cand) otherwise.

gi,i′(s).voter(k).authed = s.voter(k).authed for any
voter k.

gi,i′(s).voter(k).ψ = s.voter(k̃).ψ for any other sub-
field ψ of voter(k) than sreq and authed.

Otherwise, gi,i′ simply exchanges i’s fields for those
of i′. Here, exi,i′ (x) is a multiset obtained by replac-
ing each occurrence of pair(k, σk(s.voter(k).cand)) in
x with pair(k, σk(s.voter(k̃).cand)).

The definition of the agent exchange above depends
on the value of phase because the simulation policy
must be switched during the execution of the protocol.

In phases 2 and 3, i’s behavior can be mimicked by i′
and vice versa since voters use the sender-anonymous
communication channel for cast and key transitions.



Hence, gi,i′ simply exchanges the states of i and i′ in
these phases.

In phase 1, however, i′ cannot mimic i since the
sender-anonymous channel is not used, and so i’s be-
havior must be mimicked by i himself. Then, we can-
not simply exchange subfields authed and sreq between
i and i′ since these concern the progress in phase 1,
while subfields cand, b, r must be exchanged to main-
tain consistency with phases 2 and 3. And since these
three subfields are exchanged, messages accumulated in
abuff (and so the stored value of sreq after the ack ac-
tion) must be exchanged between i and i′. Therefore,
the above definition follows. Note that the observer
cannot observe the values of cand, r and b of each voter
since the messages in phase 1 are encrypted appropri-
ately. Then we can prove the following theorem.

Theorem 4.3

1. The functions gi,i′ defined above for all distinct
i, i′ ∈ I are agent exchange functions of S with
respect to i, i′ via fV .

2. Any interpreted system that is ω-compatible with
traces(S) is role interchangeable.

4.4 Anonymity and Privacy of FOO

Recall that role interchangeability alone does not
lead to anonymity or privacy in the sense of Section
2. We need some appropriate premise, which corre-
sponds to a restriction of possible traces. What is an
appropriate restriction for this problem?

A natural restriction is to consider only traces of fair
executions with respect to ΣI,A. Here, we say an exe-
cution s0, δ1, s1, δ2, s2, . . . is fair with respect to ΣI,A if
any action in ΣI,A continuously enabled will eventually
be performed, that is, unless i.a ∈ ΣI,A and an integer
n exist such that i.a is possible in sn′ and δn′ �= i.a for
all n′ > n. For instance, a finite execution is fair in
this sense if and only if there is no possible action from
ΣI,A in the final state. Let S be the automaton in Sec-
tion 4.2. The set of all fair executions of S with respect
to ΣI,A is denoted by fexecs(S). We write ftraces(S)
instead of trace(fexecs(S)).

Another natural restriction is to assume trace t̂ was
obtained as the result of the actual execution of voting.
For instance, if the total number of votes in the actual
poll was 100, then we need not be concerned with the
possibility that only one voter participated in the vot-
ing. With this assumption we can restrict ourselves to
the traces t that satisfy fV (t) = fV (t̂). We define the
restriction T ↑fV

t̂
of trace set T with trace t̂ ∈ T and

view function fV as the set {t ∈ T | fV (t) = fV (t̂)}. It
can be shown that this restriction preserves role inter-
changeability.

Then, we obtain the following verification result.

Theorem 4.4 (Anonymity and Privacy of FOO)
Suppose an interpreted system I is ω-compatible with
ftraces(S) ↑fV

t̂
.

Anonymity: Let IA be the set of all voters who obtain
the voting right in t̂. Then, vote(j) performed by i is
anonymous up to IA with respect to o in I.

Privacy: Let AI = {vote(j) | j is a candidate who
wins a vote in t̂}. Then, any voter i who performs vote(j)
is private up to AI with respect to o in I.

Note that the above theorem does not claim any ano-
nymity for voters who did not obtain a voting right. In
fact, a voter who did not obtain a voting right cannot
interchange his role with a voter who obtained it since
the observer knows who obtained it and who did not.

5 Conclusion

We formalized role interchangeability in multiagent
systems, and showed how known anonymity and pri-
vacy properties are derived from it. We also presented
a simulation proof method for the property. Then we
applied our method to a verification of the anonymity
and privacy of the FOO electronic voting protocol. We
are now planning to extend our method to deal with
probabilistic systems.
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